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From Russia with Code: Programming Migrations in Post-Soviet TimesDuke University Press, 2019

	
		While Russian computer scientists are notorious for their interference in the 2016 US presidential election, they are ubiquitous on Wall Street and coveted by international IT firms and often perceive themselves as the present manifestation of the past glory of Soviet scientific prowess. Drawing on over three hundred...
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Maya at a GlanceSybex, 2005
Many years ago, I was a frustrated software engineer working in Silicon Valley. I was in a
very technical field, which I enjoyed, but I also had a strong desire to exercise my artistic
side. Writing code for UNIX workstations just didn’t satisfy that. I loved cartoons, so I
decided to take the...
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The Retinal Müller Cell: Structure and Function (Perspectives in Vision Research)Springer, 2001

	The human brain contains more than a billion neurons which interconnect to form networks that process, store, and recall sensory information. These neuronal activities are supported by a group of accessory brain cells coll- tively known as neuroglia. Surprisingly, glial cells are ten times more - merous than neurons, and occupy more than half...
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The Scandinavian Skincare Bible: the definitive guide to understanding your skinScribe Publications, 2021

	We get goosebumps if someone strokes our skin gently. The

	reason for this is

	that a tiny hair-erector muscle — the arrector pili, located deep

	in each hair

	follicle — responds to nerve signals from the brain. Our hairs

	stand on end,

	and the layer of air they trap protects us against the cold.

	The skin, our...
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Head First Software Development (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2008
Even the best developers have seen well-intentioned software projects fail -- often because the customer kept changing requirements, and end users didn't know how to use the software you developed. Instead of surrendering to these common problems, let Head First Software Development guide you through the best practices of software...
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Clinical NeuroanatomyMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	The brain, more complex than any computer that has ever been invented, is a unique and special organ: It is what makes us human. The science of the brainÐ²Ð‚”neuroscienceÐ²Ð‚”has emerged as one of the most exciting fields of research and now occupies a central role as a substrate for clinical medicine. At the heart of...
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Head First Servlets and JSP: Passing the Sun Certified Web Component Developer Exam (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2008
Looking to study up for the new J2EE 1.5 Sun Certified Web Component Developer (SCWCD) exam? 
  
  This book will get you way up to speed on the technology you'll know it so well, in fact, that you can pass the brand new J2EE 1.5 exam. If that's what you want to do, that is. Maybe you don't care about the exam, but need to use servlets...
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Implementing a Digital Asset Management System: For Animation, Computer Games, and Web DevelopmentFocal Press, 2005
"It's certainly a challenging read, but one that's worth spending some brain power on if you're keen to create a successful computer-based production company. Getting into such a competitive market means doing some research, and for aspiring imageers this is a great first step." - Advanced Photoshop     

       In situations...
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Head First Android DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Android devices are stealing market share from the iPhone with dramatic speed, and you have a killer app idea. Where to begin? Head First Android Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time with the Android SDK and Eclipse plug-in. You'll learn how to design for devices with a variety of...
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Head First PMP: A Brain-Friendly Guide to Passing the Project Management Professional ExamO'Reilly, 2007
A PMP certification is more than just passing a test. It means that you have the knowledge to solve most common project problems, and proves that you know your stuff. Once you're certified, your projects are more likely to succeed because you have the skills and knowledge to make them successful. Not only that, it can mean a better job, more money,...
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Hand transplantationSpringer, 2007

	The story of this book is quite simple: after the

	first few hand transplants, we felt the need to have

	regular meetings so that our clinical experiences

	would be beneficially shared and serve as a basis

	to draw some guidelines for the future. In so

	doing, we soon realised that a huge amount of

	original clinical data and...
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Photoshop For Right-Brainers: The Art of PhotomanipulationSybex, 2009
Learn how to tap into the creative part of your brain to create amazing digital art in Photoshop CS4. This exciting, full-color guide is designed especially for artists and photographers who want to harness the thrilling potential of the new release of Photoshop. Youll go beyond cookie-cutter techniques and discover unique ideas for creative...
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